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The coherent light-matter interaction has drawn an enormous amount of attention for its fundamental impor-
tance in the cavity quantum-electrodynamics (C-QED) field and great potential in quantum information appli-
cations. Here, we design a hybrid C-QED system consisting of a quantum dot (QD) driven by two-tone fields
implanted in a photonic crystal (PhC) cavity coupled to an auxiliary cavity with a single-mode waveguide and
investigate the hybrid system operating in the weak, intermediate, and strong coupling regimes of the light-matter
interaction via comparing the QD-photon interaction with the dipole decay rate and the cavity field decay rate.
The results indicate that the auxiliary cavity plays a key role in the hybrid system, which affords a quantum
channel to influence the absorption of the probe field. By controlling the coupling strength between the auxiliary
cavity and the PhC cavity, the phenomenon of the Mollow triplet can appear in the intermediate coupling regime,
and even in the weak coupling regime. We further study the strong coupling interaction manifested by vacuum
Rabi splitting in the absorption with manipulating the cavity-cavity coupling under different parameter regimes.
This study provides a promising platform for understanding the dynamics of QD-C-QED systems and paving the
way toward on-chip QD-based nanophotonic devices. © 2018 Chinese Laser Press

https://doi.org/10.1364/PRJ.6.001171

1. INTRODUCTION

Cavity quantum electrodynamics (C-QED) [1,2], researching the
physics of an interaction system including a single quantum emit-
ter and a single radiation mode and classifying the interactions
into weak, intermediate, and strong coupling regimes, has drawn
tremendous attention not only because it provides a test bed for
quantum physics, but also because it has potential applications in
quantum information processing [3–7]. Semiconductor nano-
structures coupled to optical resonators, such as a single quantum
dot (QD)–semiconductor microcavity system [8], a single QD
embedded in a microdisk microcavity system [9], and photonic
crystal (PhC) micro/nanocavities with self-assembledQD systems
[10], are a fascinating platform for studying solid-state C-QED
systems. In particular, PhC nanocavities coupled to QDs are some
of the most advanced systems for studying C-QED and con-
structing devices for quantum information processing due to their
strong light-matter interactions originating from the tight optical
confinement of the nanocavities. Based on the QD-microcavity
systems, various remarkable quantum phenomena have been
revealed, including laser oscillation [11], spontaneous emission
control [12], single-photon sources [13], quantum entanglement
[14], and vacuum Rabi splitting (VRS) [8,10,15].

For coherent manipulation, a key prerequisite is to reach the
strong coupling regime, where the emitter-photon coupling
strength becomes larger than the decay rates of the emitter
and the cavity field decay rate. Strong light-matter coupling
manifested by VRS has been observed in QD-C-QED systems
[8,10], which have been employed for developing various
classical and quantum optical devices, such as optical switches
[16,17], nonclassical light generators [18], and quantum gates
[19]. Since the first observation of the VRS in a solid-state
system composed of QDs and PhC cavities [10], this system
has been considered as a great candidate for realizing strong
coupling between QDs and a microcavity. In the past
decades, great efforts have been made in the investigation of
C-QED focusing on a single quantum emitter inside a cavity
[11,15,20–22], and how to improve the quality factor and re-
duce the mode volume of the resonators for realizing stronger
interactions. Recently, Liu et al. [23] have presented a protocol
for realizing effective strong coupling in a highly dissipative
C-QED system, where a highly dissipative cavity interacted
simultaneously with a single emitter and an auxiliary cavity
with a high quality factor but a large volume. Their results have
shown that the vacuum Rabi oscillation occurs for a single
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quantum emitter inside a cavity even with the bosonic decay-to-
interaction rate ratio exceeding 102, when the photon field is
coupled to an auxiliary high-Q cavity.

In this paper, we consider a hybrid QD-PhC nanocavity sys-
tem, where the QD driven by two-tone fields is embedded in a
PhC nanocavity coupled to an auxiliary cavity. We investigate
three conditions, i.e., the weak coupling regime, the intermedi-
ate coupling regime, and the strong coupling regime, by com-
paring the QD-photon interaction g with dipole decay rate Γ1

and the cavity field decay rate κ in the system. The QD-photon
coupling strength g and cavity-cavity coupling strength J affect-
ing the three coupling regimes are studied, and even in weak
coupling and intermediate coupling regimes, the absorption
spectra can present a Mollow triplet [24] by controlling the
coupling strength J . Further, under different parameter
regimes, such as different cavity-cavity coupling strengths J
and different pump detuning Δp, the absorption spectra of
the QD show remarkable VRS, which indicates strong light-
matter coupling in the hybrid system. The scheme may pave
the way towards the realization of QD-based on-chip quantum
photonic devices.

2. SYSTEM AND METHOD

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a C-QED system consisting of a QD
embedded in a PhC nanocavity a with optical pump-probe
technology [25] is coupled to an auxiliary cavity c with a single-
mode waveguide, which is an ideal platform for the photon
exchange between two optical cavities [26]. Here, we take a
Fabry–Perot C-QED system as an example, and it allows gen-
eralization to other physical implementations, such as PhC
nanocavity QED [10] and solid-state circuit QED systems
[27]. Cavity a and cavity c are coupled with coupling strength
J by exchanging energy [28], and J depends on the distance
between the two cavities. The cavity-cavity coupling rate J
can be efficiently tuned by changing the distance between

them [29]. When coupling strength J is weak in between
the two cavities, then the energy from cavity a cannot transfer
easily to cavity c. Conversely, if the coupling strength J increases
by decreasing the distance between the two cavities, then the
energy can easily flow from the two cavities. The cavity-
cavity coupling Hamiltonian [30] can be described as Hac �
ℏJ�a�c � ac��. We consider the QD as a two-level system,
which includes the ground state jgi and the single exciton state
jei [31] at low temperature, whose Hamiltonian is described as
HQD � ℏωeσ

z , with the exciton frequency ωe, where σz and
σ� are the Pauli operators. Herein, the pump field with fre-
quency ωp drives only the cavity mode a with a frequency
ωa. Considering a strong pump field and a weak probe field
simultaneously irradiating to the QD, the Hamiltonian of
the QD coupled to the two laser fields [32] is HQD−F �
−μEP�σ�e−iωpt � σ−eiωpt� − μEs�σ�e−iωs t � σ−eiωs t�, where μ
is the electric dipole moment of the exciton, ωp and ωs are
the frequency of the two fields, and Ep (Es) is the slowly varying
envelope of the pump field (probe field).

We use the rotating frame of the pump laser frequency ωp
and obtain the whole Hamiltonian of the system as

H � ℏΔpσ
z �ℏΔaa�a�ℏΔcc�c�ℏg�σ�a� σ−a��

�ℏJ�a�c� ac�� −ℏΩp�σ� − σ−� − μEs�σ�e−iδt � σ−eiδt�,
(1)

where Δp � ωe − ωp is the exciton-pump field detuning, Δa �
ωa − ωp is the PhC nanocavity-pump field detuning, Δc �
ωc − ωp is the auxiliary cavity-pump field detuning, and
δ � ωs − ωp is the probe-pump detuning. a� �c�� and a �c�
are the creation and annihilation operators for cavity a and c,
respectively. g denotes the coupling strength between the
exciton in the QD and the photons in the PhC nanocavity,
and Ωp � μEp∕ℏ is the Rabi frequency of the pump laser.
According to the Heisenberg equation of motion and introduc-
ing the corresponding damping and noise terms, we obtain the
quantum Langevin equations (QLEs) as follows [33]:

∂tσz � −Γ1�σz � 1� − ig�σ�a − σ−a�� � iΩp�σ� − σ−�

� iμEs

ℏ
�σ�e−iδt − σ−eiδt�, (2)

∂tσ− � −�iΔp � Γ2�σ− � 2igaσz − 2iΩpσ
z

−
2iμEsσ

z e−iδt

ℏ
� τin�t�, (3)

∂t a � −�iΔa � κa∕2�a − igσ− − iJc � ain�t�, (4)

∂t c � −�iΔc � κc∕2�c − iJa� cin�t�, (5)

where Γ1 �Γ2� is the exciton relaxation rate (dephasing rate), and
κa and κc are the decay rate of cavity a and c, respectively. τin�t�
[ain�t� and cin�t�] is the δ correlated Langevin noise operator
with zero mean obeying the correlation function hτin�t�τ�in�t 0�i∼
δ�t − t 0� [hain�t�a�in�t 0�i ∼ δ�t − t 0�, hcin�t�c�in�t 0�i ∼ δ�t − t 0�].

As the probe laser is weaker than the pump laser, the
Heisenberg operator O can be rewritten as the sum of its
steady-state mean value O0 and a small fluctuation δO with zero
mean value hδOi � 0, i.e., O � O0 � δO �O � σz , σ−, a, c�

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the C-QED system coupled to an auxiliary
cavity, and the two cavities coupled to each other via the photon-
hopping interaction; (b) two energy levels of a QD coupled to a
single-cavity mode and two optical fields; (c) and (d) are the energy
level transitions with an entangled state jntoti (na and nc represent
the number state of the photon mode of cavity a and cavity c; ntot �
na � nc is the total photon number of the two cavities).
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with the standard methods of quantum optics. The steady-
state values determine the steady-state population inversion
(w0 � σz0) of the exciton, which obeys the equation

Γ1�w0 � 1�f4g2w2
0�Δ2

c � κ2c ∕4� − 2g2w0�2J2�ΔpΔc � Γ2κc�
� Δ2

c �Γ2κa − 2ΔpΔa� � κ2c �Γ2κa∕2 − ΔpΔa��
� �Δ2

p � Γ2
2�Ξg � 4w0Γ2Ω2

pΞ � 0, (6)

where

Ξ � �Δ2
a � κ2a∕4��Δ2

c � κ2c ∕4� � J2�κaκc∕2 − 2ΔaΔc� � J4:
(7)

Keeping only the linear terms of the fluctuation operators, we
make the ansatz [32] hδOi � O�e−iδt � O−eiδt . Solving the
equation set and working to the lowest order in Es but to all
orders in Ec , we obtain the linear susceptibility as χ�1�eff �ωs� �
μS��ωs�∕Es � Σ1χ

�1��ωs� with Σ1 � μ2∕ℏΓ2, and χ�1��ωs�
is given by

χ�1��ωs� �
�ε7Π1�Λ4 � ε6Π2� − 2iw0Λ4�Γ2

Λ1Λ4 � ε5ε6Π1Π2

, (8)

where Π1�2i�ga0 −Ωp�, Π2�2i�ga	0 −Ωp�, ε1 � −iJ
i�Δc−δ��κc∕2

,

ε2 � −iJ
i�Δc�δ��κc∕2

, ε3 � −ig
i�Δc−δ�Jε1��κa∕2

, ε4 � −ig
i�Δc�δ�Jε2��κa∕2

,

ε5 � i�ga	0−Ωp−gσ	0ε3�
Γ1−iδ

, ε6 � i�Ωp�gσ0ε	4−ga0�
Γ1−iδ

, ε7 � iσ	0
Γ1−iδ

, ε8 �
i�ga	0−Ωp−gσ	0ε4�

Γ1�iδ , ε9 � i�Ωp�gσ0ε3−ga0�
Γ1�iδ , ε10 � iσ0

Γ1�iδ, Λ1 �
i�Δp − δ� � Γ2 − Π1ε5 − 2igw0ε3, Λ2 � −i�Δp − δ� � Γ2−
Π2ε9 − 2igw0ε

	
3 , Λ3 � i�Δp � δ� � Γ2 − Π1ε8 − 2igw0ε4,

and Λ4 � −i�Δp � δ� � Γ2 � Π2ε6 � 2igw0ε
	
4 (R	 indicates

the conjugate of R ). The imaginary and real parts of χ�1��ωs�
indicate absorption and dispersion, respectively.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We choose the realistic coupled system of an InAs/GaAs QD
embedded in a PhC nanocavity [10] in the simultaneous pres-
ence of a strong pump laser and a weak probe laser as shown
in Fig. 1(a); the realistic parameters [34] of the system are
κa � κc � 8 MHz, Γ1 � 2Γ2 � 5.2 MHz. J is the coupling
strength between the two cavities, which strongly depends on
the distance between the two cavities [35], and the coupling
strength we expect is J∕2π ∼MHz. By comparing the QD-
photon interaction g with dipole decay rate Γ1 and cavity field
decay rate κa, we investigate three conditions, i.e., weak
coupling regime ( g � 2 MHz, g < Γ1, κa), intermediate cou-
pling regime ( g � 6 MHz, g ∼ Γ1, κa), and strong coupling
regime ( g � 30 MHz, g > Γ1, κa), in the system.

There are two kinds of coupling in the hybrid C-QED sys-
tem, i.e., exciton-photon coupling g and cavity-cavity coupling
J , which will affect the dynamics of the system. Then, we
should investigate the absorption properties of QD under
different parameter regimes in resonant detuning Δp � 0,
Δa � 0, and Δc � 0. In Fig. 2 we show how absorption spec-
tra versus the probe detuning Δs � ωs − ωe change with the
exciton-photon coupling g and cavity-cavity coupling J in
three different cases, including the weak coupling regime ( g <
Γ1, κa) in Fig. 2(a), the intermediate coupling regime
( g ∼ Γ1, κa) in Fig. 2(b), and the strong coupling regime

( g > Γ1, κa) in Fig. 2(c), respectively. Obviously, when the
exciton-photon coupling is g � 0 (i.e., a pure QD system),
the absorption presents a Lorentz line shape. However, when
g ≠ 0, the absorption spectra experience an absorption peak to
the normal splitting from a weak coupling regime to a strong
coupling regime. Moreover, when we further consider the cav-
ity-cavity coupling J , the absorption spectra display significant
distinction. In the weak coupling regime [g � 2 MHz and
J � 1.0κa in Fig. 2(a)], although the absorption still presents
a central Lorentzian peak, the full width at half-maximum is
decreased and the absorption intensity is enhanced compared
with a single QD in the single PhC cavity system. In the in-
termediate coupling regime [g � 6 MHz and J � 1.0κa in
Fig. 2(b)], the absorption shows a Mollow triplet, and such
a Mollow triplet can be observed only in strong coupling re-
gimes in the cavity and the emitter system [24]. In the strong
coupling regime [g � 30 MHz and J � 1.0κa in Fig. 2(c)], the
absorption presents more remarkable Rabi splitting, and an ab-
sorption peak also arises at Δs � 0 compared with the condi-
tion of J � 0. From the above discussion, we can draw a
conclusion that the evolution of absorption depends strongly
on the exciton-nanocavity coupling strength g and cavity-cavity
coupling strength J .

Because the cavity-cavity coupling will affect the absorption
of the QD and the absorption spectra vary significantly from
the weak coupling regime to the strong coupling regime, then
in the following we will investigate the parameter J in detail
under different coupling regimes. We first consider the weak
coupling regime ( g � 2 MHz). In the weak coupling regime,
the Purcell effect [36] can either enhance or inhibit the decay
rate of irreversible spontaneous emission. Figure 3 presents the
probe absorption spectra as a function of probe detuning Δs

Fig. 2. (a)–(c) Probe absorption spectra of the probe field as a func-
tion of probe detuningΔs atΔp � 0 under three conditions, i.e., weak
coupling, intermediate coupling, and strong coupling regimes. The
parameters used are Γ1 � 5.2 MHz, κa � κc � 8.0 MHz, Ω2

pu �
1.0 �MHz�2, Δa � 0, Δc � 0.
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with several different cavity-cavity couplings J when the pump
is on resonance (Δp � 0). With the increase of the coupling
strength J from J � 0.1κa to J � 5.0κa, the probe absorption
spectral intensity is enhanced and the full width at half-
maximum is decreased.

Second, in the intermediate coupling regime ( g � 6 MHz),
the probe absorption spectra will change from double peaks to
triple peaks under different cavity-cavity coupling J , as shown
in Fig. 4. When J � 0.1κa, the absorption spectrum presents
two peaks as normal mode splitting, and the width of splitting
relies on the exciton-photon coupling strength g . With the in-
creasing of the coupling strength J , a third peak appears in the
absorption spectrum, and the middle peak is enhanced, while
the two side peaks are weakened. We termed the phenomenon
of the triple peaks as a quasi-Mollow triplet, which is demon-
strated in a strong coupling C-QED system [24]. Therefore,
the phenomenon of a quasi-Mollow triplet can arise in our sys-
tem even in the intermediate coupling regime by controlling

the cavity-cavity coupling. That is to say, the auxiliary cavity
c plays a key role, and even in the intermediate coupling re-
gime, a quasi-Mollow triplet can also appear in the hybrid
C-QED system, which provides a scheme to investigate
Mollow triplets in weak or intermediate coupling regimes.

Third, in the strong coupling regime ( g � 30 MHz), the
peak-splitting in the absorption spectra is a VRS based on
C-QED, as shown in Fig. 5. Strong light-matter coupling man-
ifested by Rabi splitting has been demonstrated in the QD-PhC
cavity system [37,38]. Here, when we consider the role of the
auxiliary cavity c, the VRS will vary significantly. In Fig. 5,
when the cavity-cavity coupling is weak, such as J � 1.0κa,
the absorption presents the normal Rabi splitting that is dem-
onstrated in a QD-PhC cavity system [37,38]. This manifests
itself as two distinct Lorentzian peaks and an anticrossing
behavior. The phenomenon can be interpreted with a
dressed-state picture. When the QD coupled to the PhC cavity,
the excited state of the exciton jei is dressed by an entangled
state jntoti, satisfying the total photon number of the two
cavities ntot � na � nc (na and nc represent the number state
of the photon mode of cavity a and cavity c). Then the original
eigenstates jei are modified to form two dressed states, i.e.,
je, ntoti and je, ntot � 1i. The left sharp peak indicates the tran-
sition from jgi to je, ntot � 1i, and the right sharp peak is the
transition from jgi to je, ntoti. With increasing the coupling
strength J from J � 1.0κa to J � 5.0κa, the splitting of the
two side peaks is more remarkable, and one absorption peak
will also appear in the absorption spectra at Δs � 0. In the
excitation of a strong pump field to cavity a, the steady-state
entanglement state jntoti between cavity a and c, as a quantum
channel, can be generated, which provides an indirect optical
pathway to excite cavity c by means of the pump field.
Therefore, the coupling strength J of the two cavities is an
important factor of the quantum channel, which can influence
the width of the Rabi splitting and induce one absorption
at Δs � 0.

When the pump field is detuned from the exciton transition
(Δp ≠ 0), the scenario of absorption becomes completely

Fig. 3. Probe absorption spectra as a function of cavity-cavity cou-
pling strength J in the weak coupling regime ( g � 2.0 MHz). The
other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Probe absorption spectra as a function of cavity-cavity cou-
pling strength J in the intermediate coupling regime ( g � 6.0 MHz).
The other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Probe absorption spectra as a function of cavity-cavity cou-
pling strength J in the strong coupling regime ( g � 30 MHz). The
other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.
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different. Figure 6 shows the probe absorption spectra as a
function of the pump frequency detuning Δp, with fixed pump
intensity Ω2

p � 20 �MHz�2. Different from the condition of
the exciton-pump field detuning Δp � 0 in Figs. 4 and 5,
the probe absorption splits into a doublet where each peak has
equal strength presenting symmetrical splitting. However,
when Δp ≠ 0, the absorption peaks corresponding to the
splitting are asymmetric, and a prominent avoided crossing
phenomenon occurs in the system [23]. By increasing the de-
tuning Δp, the location of the Lorentzian peaks has a frequency
shift. This behavior may be ascribed to the off-resonant cou-
pling between the QD and the PhC nanocavity. In addition,
vacuum Rabi oscillation is direct evidence of the coherent
energy exchange between the emitter and the cavity photon
field. On the other hand, the probe absorption splits into
two resonances, known as the Autler–Townes (AT) splitting,
which is also observed in strongly driven QD systems [25].
In their work, the probe absorption spectra display symmetrical
splitting when the pump is on resonance (i.e., Δp � 0), and
show asymmetric splitting at off-resonance (i.e., Δp ≠ 0).
When we consider an auxiliary cavity, the evolution of the
Rabi splitting changes significantly, and the probe absorption
spectra are very different from a single QD system. This further
demonstrates the role of the auxiliary cavity in the hybrid sys-
tem, and the auxiliary cavity c indeed provides a quantum chan-
nel to affect the probe absorption. Obviously, the absorption
spectra can be modified effectively via the off-resonant coupling
between the QD and the PhC nanocavity.

4. CONCLUSION

We have designed a C-QED system consisting of a QD with
optical pump-probe technology implanted in a PhC cavity that
is coupled to an auxiliary cavity and investigated three kinds of
coupling regimes, i.e., the weak coupling regime, intermediate
coupling regime, and strong coupling regime based on the
hybrid system. The probe absorption spectra show that the

auxiliary cavity offers a quantum channel to influence the ab-
sorption of the probe laser. The cavity-cavity coupling plays a
key role in the system, and a Mollow triplet can appear in the
intermediate coupling regime rather than the strong coupling
regime by adjusting the coupling strength. We also research the
VRS in the absorption spectra in the strong coupling regime,
which manifests in strong light-matter interactions. This study
affords a platform to research QD-based C-QED systems and
chip-scale nanophotonic devices.

Note added: During the submission of our paper, I became
aware of a recent paper by Lichtmannecker and co-workers
[39], in which they experimentally demonstrated the coexist-
ence of weak and strong coupling with a QD in a photonic
molecule. The theoretical model used in the current work is
different from those described in Ref. [39].
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